With this goal in mind, L3S team of researchers (Ricardo Kawase, Ujiwal Gadiraju and Patrick Siehndel) proposed the DBLPXplorer, a set of interactive visualization tools to facilitate the browsing and discovery of scientific work.

The work was awarded the People’s Choice Winner – a category where the winner was decided by the audience voting. Congratulations.

For more information:

DBLPXplorer: [http://linkedup-project.eu/2014/04/16/dblpxplorer/](http://linkedup-project.eu/2014/04/16/dblpxplorer/)

Vidi Winners Announced: [http://linkedup-project.eu/2014/05/29/vidi-winners-announced/](http://linkedup-project.eu/2014/05/29/vidi-winners-announced/)

LinkedUp Project: [http://linkedup-project.eu/](http://linkedup-project.eu/)

**L3S Research team is the People’s Choice winner at the LinkedUp Vidi Challenge**